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Green concrete membranes
Australia’s Radcrete Pacifi c claims that their 

Radcon Formula #7 waterproofi ng product 

has created a signifi cant milestone in green 

waterproofi ng solutions.

Th e company said its product was recently 

recognised by Ecospecifi er as a “green 

product” and can add ratings points for 

LEED, BREEAM and PEARLS.

Radcon #7 is sprayed onto fi nished 

concrete, soaks into the structure and forms 

a membrane inside the concrete itself.  It 

becomes part of the concrete and continues 

to waterproof for the lifetime of the building.

GAIA Gold Award winner is safer, smarter, cleaner & greener, says executive director Gosse

World fi rst in water sterilisation 
Australian Innovative Systems (AIS) is 

presenting the world’s fi rst electrolysis system 

to treat fresh water at this week’s Big Five, a 

product which won the exhibition’s Gold Gaia 

Award for innovation in reducing impacts on 

the environment.

Th e company is the fi rst in the world to 

develop a way to convert the trace salts 

and minerals naturally occurring in fresh 

water into chlorine instantaneously through 

electrolysis.

AIS executive director Elena Gosse said 

the system eliminates the need to add any 

chemicals, removing the risks involved with 

chemical handling including transport, 

storage and dosing. 

 “It is a safer, smarter, cleaner and greener 

way to sterilise fresh water,” she said.

“It can be used for any application 

including drinking water, food processing 

plants, cooling towers, reverse osmosis, 

desalination, irrigation water, recycled 

water, sewerage treatment, swimming pools; 

anything that needs water to be sterilised.

Radcrete’s Executive Director Michael 

Rorke said most traditional membranes have 

a lifespan of fi ve to 15 years, after which time 

they have to be removed. 

“For a building with a 100 year lifespan, this 

could happen 10 to 15 times, thereby creating 

massive amounts of waste and using precious 

landfi ll space, whereas Radcon will not create 

any landfi ll whatsoever,” he said.

“Th e product also has no shelf life and 

therefore no wastage and the subsequent 

issues of disposal. It also protect structures 

such as bridges and water tanks from 

corrosion which also results in a reduction 

in the amount of waste created by the 

demolition of the building.”

Rorke added that Radcon #7 is non-toxic 

and emits no VOC gases. Any surface residual 

will biodegrade and as a non-hazardous 

product it is easily transportable.   

He said the product is also effi  cient in 

terms of saving energy during application.

“Radcon is about 100 times faster to apply 

than traditional membranes. We can easily do 

7,000m2 in a single day whereas traditional 

membranes would do about 100m2.   

“Even for reasonably large jobs we use 

a backpack sprayer that requires no form 

of energy.  All round that provides lots of 

benefi ts,” explained Rorke. 

Th e company is exhibiting at Big 5 for the 

second time in conjunction with their UAE 

based distributor, Wadi Rum Décor.

Product Report: Radcrete Product report: LWP International 

AIS’s electrolysis system can be used for any application that requires fresh sterile water.

Radcon Formula #7 can add ratings points . LWP’s high performance photoluminescence is around 20 times brighter than its competitors.

“Th e best part is that we have designed 

this system to be modular, which means it’s 

scalable and can be retro fi tted to existing 

systems, so it can integrate simply and easily 

with any existing system,” added Gosse. 

Without delving too heavily into the 

technical aspects, here’s how it works:

Th e fresh water passes through positively 

and negatively charged electrode plates. 

Th rough electrolysis the naturally occurring 

chloride molecules are split and create 

chlorine to treat the water. 

Th e anode material is coated with a highly 

active catalyst. It is this unique coating which 

enables the system to convert the small 

amounts of salts and minerals in fresh water 

at such a low voltage; making the process 

energy and cost effi  cient.

Th e Ecoline can also be used on closed 

systems, as it manages chloramine build up. 

As chloramines pass through the Ecoline 

system they are oxidised and converted 

back into natural salts. It eff ectively recycles 

the chloramines back to its natural state, 

restoring the natural balance of the water.

Product report: AIS

Light without power
Australia’s LWP International is showcas-

ing its high performance photoluminescent 

(HPPL) materials, or “glow in the dark” prod-

ucts, under its Lumenite trademark.

HPPL materials consists of a base chemical 

or rare earth metal that absorbs ambient light 

when available, and then emits light upon the 

light source being removed.  

With new technology and a diff erent 

base chemical LWP International says 

it has developed high performance 

photoluminescence which is around 20 

times brighter and, because of its slow 

release characteristics, can remain visible 

for up to 50 hours. Th ere are a wide variety of 

potential uses for HPPL materials including 

non-electric ‘visual guidance’ systems as an 

inexpensive, environmentally friendly, failsafe 

alternative to powered emergency evacuation  

systems or signage. 

Th e product is also ideal for safety vests, 

safety stickers and a wide variety of other 

uses, said a company statement.

Th e company encourages anyone with an 

interest in the safe evacuation or movement 

of people in the event of loss of normal 

lighting, to visit the Australian pavilion. 


